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BOTAMENT® BP Building Boards 

make it easy to make your dream 

home become reality.  

No other system on the market 

manages to get spaces built or con-

verted with such ease and speed! 

The application range for BOTA-

MENT® BP Building Boards is extre-

mely versatile.   

The base material is rigid extruded 

polystyrene foam. Glass-fibre fa-

bric is laminated onto the building 

board on either side, which makes 

it very robust and at the same time 

improves its bonding with BOTA-

MENT® tile adhesives. 

In addition to very good heat in-

sulation the building board is also 

splash-proof, antifungal, has high 

heat resistance and is rot-proof.  

The board is dimensionally stable 

and is very easy to fit and manipu-

late.

Thanks to different material 

thicknesses it can be put to use in 

any kind of space and is a must-

have item for the building trade. 

Remnants can easily be used in 

subsequent building projects.
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Realise your dream home quickly and easily with the 

Botament® BP Building Board system.

“I am going to show you, step by 

step, how to let your creativity run 

wild – almost anything goes with our 

special building boards!” 

Michal Walory, 
Application Technology BOTAMENT



Deep action primer

Botament® D 11

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Nail plug

Botament®  nail plug

Glass-fibre fabric

Botament® GS 98

Building Board

Botament® BP

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic
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Levelling the substrate
Producing an even surface fast

a level substrate is essential when it comes to fitting tiles

especially when it comes to restoration works, builders 

are frequently faced with different substrates that need 

to be levelled quickly and reliably. Botament®  BP Buil-

ding Boards offer a simple and clean solution that saves 

time to boot. 

As the board can simply be cut with a carpet knife, it 

takes next to no time to cut the board to suit the space.  

Where the substrate is uneven apply adhesive batches on 

the back (at least 5/m²) with a trowel. The BOTAMENT® 

BP Building Board is applied to the substrate and is made 

to sit perpendicular and in alignment using a spirit level. 

The main advantage of the building board is that there 

are no waiting times involved. The next building boards 

can be fitted to the freshly laid board immediately – and 

so forth until the entire substrate is complete.  The butt 

joints between the boards are simply filled with BOTA-

MENT® GS 98 and BOTAMENT® M 21 Classic. Once the 

adhesive has fully cured the building board is fixed to the 

substrate with BOTAMENT® dowels.
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The building board is made to sit per-
pendicular and in alignment with the 
substrate. If the substrate is uneven the 
adhesive can be applied with a notched 
trowel instead of in batches.
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To fix the board to the substrate do-
wels are driven into the predrilled holes 
once the adhesive has dried fully.

4

The adhesive batches are evenly distri-
buted across the building board. The 
number of batches should correspond 
to the unevenness of the substrate (at 
least 5/m2).

2

Absorbent substrates are primed with 
BOTAMENT® D 11.
This primer is rolled onto the substrate 
or is applied with a paint brush.

1

Butt joints are closed with BOTAMENT® 
GS 98 and BOTAMENT® M 21 Classic.
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Thanks to the special coating of the 
BOTAMENT® BP Building Board the 
subsequent tile fitting can be done 
with BOTAMENT® M 21 Classic without 
any need to prime the board first. 

6

application 
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Glass-fibre fabric

Botament® GS 98

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Building Board

Botament® BP

Shower Partition Wall
Bespoke room design that fits

You want something a little special?

With BOTAMENT® BP Building Boards you can produce 

partition walls that meet your very personal design ideas 

and preferences.  

Even round or abstract designs are feasible. 

First a sub-structure is made, for example from studding, 

and is safely fixed into position. Then the building board 

is screwed to the sub-structure. 

In wet areas a damp-proof course must be laid prior to 

fitting the tiles. This can be done with BOTAMENT® DF 9, 

or alternatively, using the BOTAMENT® AE Sealing and 

Decoupling membrane. If this is bonded with the flexible 

rapid adhesive BOTAMENT® M 10 Speed the progress on-

site will be exceptionally fast.

POSSIBILITY 1:

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Multi-purpose grout CG2 WA

multifuge Fine/FineSPeeD

Sealing paste 1K

Botament® DF 9

System sealing tape 

Botament® SB 78

POSSIBILITY 2:

or

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Flex-speed Adhesive 
Thin-bed/pourable bed

Botament® m 10 SPeeD

Multi-purpose grout CG2 WA

multifuge Fine/FineSPeeD

System sealing tape 

Botament® SB 78

Sealing and decoupling membrane

Botament® ae
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Version 2: 
Make the floor drain area watertight 
with BOTAMENT® SB 78 Accessories – 
Bond the floor-to-wall edging with BO-
TAMENT® M 10 Speed or M 21 Classic.

Once the wall tiles have cured grout 
using Multifuge Fine or Multifuge Fine 
Speed.
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Version 1: apply a damp-proof course 
using BOTAMENT® DF 9 in 2 layers. 
Insert the BOTAMENT® SB 78 system 
sealing tape into the interior corners 
between the first and second layer. 

2

Produce a stable sub-structure and 
make it sufficiently solid. Fasten the 
sub-structure to the substrate.

1

Once fully cured apply BOTAMENT®  
M 21 Classic with a suitable notched 
trowel and lay the tiles. 
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nothing is impossible 
with the Building Board system 

as you can create your own 
unique bathroom.

Version 2: bond the BOTAMENT® AE 
Sealing and Decoupling Membrane 
with BOTAMENT® M 10 Speed or M 21 
Classic and press down with a roll ma-
king sure there are no creases. Embed 
the BOTAMENT® SB 78 System Sealing 
Tape into the inside corners. 

3

application 



Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Building Board

Botament® BP

Hide what must not be seen: encase 

your pipes so that they are efficient 

and look good! It‘s never been easier 

to encase unsightly pipes and create 

harmony and order in the bathroom or 

wetroom.

Pipe boxing
making all traces of installation invisible

Pipes and heating pipes are necessary for supply but are 

unsightly and must be hidden from view. It requires a 

lot of professional skill to clad and make them invisible. 

The BOTAMENT® RK Pipe Boxing makes this an easy task. 

The ready-made boxing in various sizes makes for easy 

and quick fitting. Cut the BOTAMENT® RK Pipe Boxing 

to the required length, apply BOTAMENT® M 21 Classic 

Tile Adhesive in glue dot patches onto the sides of the 

building board and press the pipe boxing with adhesive 

firmly against the walls, adjusting its position. Then re-

move the excess adhesive with a trowel and apply the 

boxing decoration.
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Attach the pipe boxing by pressing it 
firmly against the walls.

3

Remove any excess adhesive.

4

Apply BOTAMENT® M 21 Classic in small 
glue dot patches along the two sides of 
the BOTAMENT® RK Pipe Boxing.

2

Work out the exact lengths of BOTA-
MENT® RK Pipe Boxing required and 
cut down to size. 

1

Use a spirit level to ensure both sides 
are perpendicular.

5

The pipe boxing can now be tiled wit-
hout the need for any further priming.

6

application 



Glass-fibre fabric

Botament® GS 98

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Deep action primer

Botament® D 11

Sealing paste 1K

Botament® DF 9

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Building Board

Botament® BP

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Cladding the bathtub
When casing needs to be curved  

Besides their versatile scope of application BOTAMENT® 

BP Building Boards’  main advantage is that they make 

it possible to create curved and other shapes. No other 

building material can master this feat in such record time!

The BOTAMENT® BP Building Board can be scored any-

where on the board which then makes it pliable to mould 

into shape. Flexible boards are also available with which 

curves can be created right away, making it possible to 

clad totally spherical or quarter-round bathtubs. This way 

any kind of customer requirement becomes child’s play 

for the professional bathroom fitter.
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Use remnants as stop blocks and affix 
to the substrate with BOTAMENT® M 
10 Speed, then apply the tile adhesive 
in batches along the bonding edge. 

3

Fill and cover the scoring slits with BO-
TAMENT® M 21 Classic and then cover 
the surface with the tile adhesive. 

4

Cut the BOTAMENT® BP Building Board 
to fit the height of the bathtub with a 
carpet knife. 

2

Using a spirit level, copy the bathtub 
shape onto the substrate with a pencil.

1

Apply a tapered layer of BOTAMENT® 
M 21 Classic to the underside of the 
bathtub edge and to the edges of the 
building boards and insert alongside 
the bathtub. 

5

Lay the tiles within the open time and 
press down into the adhesive bed.

6
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application 



SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Flexible superior adhesive

Botament® m 21 Classic

Building Board

Botament® BP

Washstands
Custom-made and tailored

Why not go for a washstand with a difference? 

With BOTAMENT® BP Building Boards you are able to cre-

ate your very own, unique washstand. Whether round, 

angular or to suit the respective space – the easy cut-to-fit 

boards make it possible. 

You simply chose the building board in the most appro-

priate strength (> 4 cm) and cut it to suit your needs using 

a jigsaw.   For round claddings it is advisable to bond a 

couple of building boards together to give the structure 

greater stability.

Once the base structure is in place the washstand coun-

tertop can be fastened to the sub-structure with dowels 

designed for rigid foam boards. 

Apply the adhesive BOTAMENT® M 21 Classic with a not-

ched trowel, the mosaic tiles are fitted within the adhe-

sive open time and once the adhesive bed has cured the 

mosaic tiles are grouted with Multifuge Fine Speed.
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an impressive and original solution.  

Beautiful, hard wearing and 

durable basins with water-repellent

coating which can be assembled 

quickly and easily with the

Botament® BP Building Board system.
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Fit the mosaic tiles into the BOTA-
MENT® M 21 Classic adhesive bed wi-
thin the permitted open time.

4

1

Screw the sub-structure to the wash-
stand countertop using dowels for 
rigid foam boards.

5

Once the tile adhesive has fully cured 
grout the joints using Multifuge  
Fine Speed.

6

For round claddings bond two building 
boards together and fix in place until 
securely bonded.

3

Use coarse sandpaper to sand the 
rough cut edge until it’s smooth.

2

Cut the building board into the desired 
shape.

application 
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10good reasons  
for using BOTAMENT® BP Building Board

 1  Can be moulded to suit any shape with ease  

 2  Is easy to handle and fit

 3  Load-bearing and insulating all at once

 4  Reduces energy costs

 5  Highly waterproof and antifungal

 6  Great heat resistance

 7 tile fitting without the need for priming thanks to a special surface finish 

 8  Comes in a range of thicknesses to suit the respective application areas 

 9 Rapid work progress guaranteed 

10   High compressive strength



Colour:  Light Grey 
   5 kg  Paper bag 
 Pallet delivery: 96 x 5  kg
 25 kg  Paper bag 
Pallet delivery: 40 x 25 kg

Product     Product description    Packaging 
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Produkt ÜbersichtProducts

BOTAMENT® D 11
Deep action primer

For the priming of highly absorbent, mineral-based substrates, gypsum renders and gypsum-based walls 
that receive hydraulically cured thin-bed adhesive mortar. To regulate the absorbency of substrates made 
from concrete, screed, gypsum and brickwork.

•  Can be diluted 1 : 1  
• Rapidly drying
• Improves adhesion
• Can be rolled or painted on

Consumption: 
approx. 60 -100 ml/m2 per coat depending on the absorbency of the substrate 

Colour: red
 1 l  Plastic bottle (6 per box)
 5 l  Plastic canister
 Pallet delivery: 64 x 5 l
 10 l  Plastic canister
 Pallet delivery: 40 x 10 l
 200 l Barrel

• Reduces absorbency
• Binds dust
• Solvent-free in accordance 
    with TRGS 610

BOTAMENT® DF 9 S/R 
Can be applied by trowel or rolled on

Sealing paste  

For the joint and seamless surface sealing of tiled wet rooms. 
Outstanding adhesion to mineral tile adhesives.

•  High elasticity
•  Tested for BK A0 and A (wall) 
•  Solvent-free
•  Diffusion open
•  For interior spaces
•  Can be applied with a trowel or rolled on

Consumption: approx. 1.2 kg/m2/mm

Colour: grey
spatula application:
12 kg  + 21 kg Plastic bucket 
 Pallet delivery:
30 x 12 kg / 16 x 21 kg 
roller application:
5 kg + 12 kg + 21 kg Plastic bucket 
 Pallet delivery:
54 x 5 kg / 30 x 12 kg / 16 x 21 kg 

Colour: grey
 5 kg  Paper bag 
 (4 units packed in foil) 
 Pallet delivery: 96 x 5 kg
  25 kg Paper bag 
 Pallet delivery: 40 x 25 kg

For ceramic floor and wall tiles made from nonvitreous and vitreous stoneware, porcelain stoneware, split 
tiles, floor clinker tiles, clinker tiles and mosaics. For the bonding of insulation and lightweight building 
boards. For interior and exterior use. 

• Flexible
• High stability
• For heated areas
• Suitable for tile on tile fitting

Consumption:   6 mm notched trowel approx. 2.4 kg/m2

   8 mm notched trowel approx. 3.2 kg/m2

  10 mm notched trowel approx. 3.8 kg/m2

BOTAMENT® M 21 
Classic
Flexible superior adhesive • Long correction and open time

• Suitable for swimming pools and 
 potable water containers in accor
    dance with DVGW W 270 and W 347

• Flexible
• Tested to be working as a system in 
 conjunction with AE sealing and 
 decoupling membranes

BOTAMENT® M 10 Speed is a flexible rapidly curing adhesive for all tiling works that quickly need to be grou-
ted and ready to be loaded. BOTAMENT® M 10 Speed enables rapid work progress even when temperatures 
are low. For the bonding of nonvitreous and vitreous stoneware, porcelain stoneware, split tiles, clinker tiles, 
mosaics, artificial stone and natural stone slabs not prone to discoloration.
For interior and exterior use. For walls and floors.

• Can be walked on and grouted after 
• 90 minutes  
• Can also be used at low temperatures 
• For heated areas

Consumption:  6 mm notched trowel:  approx. 2.3 kg/m2

   8 mm notched trowel: approx. 2.8 kg/m2 
                     10 mm notched trowel: approx. 3.6 kg/m2

BOTAMENT® M 10 
Speed
Flex-speed adhesive 
thin-bed/pourable bed

BOTAMENT® AE Sealing and Decoupling Membrane is a crack-bridging sealing and decoupling membrane 
made from polyethylene, that has a special fleece fabric on either side for the effective anchoring of the 
membrane into the tile adhesive. It is bonded to the level substrate using suitable Botament tile adhesives. The 
tiles are fitted directly onto the membrane using the thin-bed method.    

• Elastic
• Tested for stress classes  
 A0, A, B0, and C 
• For damp locations, 
 terraces and balconies

Colour: blue
Dimensions: 
Length: 10 m, Width: 1 m
Pallet delivery: 25 boxes  = 250 m2

Length: 30 m, Width: 1 m
Pallet delivery: 16 boxes  = 480 m2

BOTAMENT® AE   
Sealing and decoupling 
membrane

• Highly tear-proof
• Quickly and easily fitted
• High aging resistance
• High chemical resistance

BOTAMENT® SB 78 Sealing Tape & Accessories for the sealing of  joint edges and corner joints in wet areas, 
such as are found in swimming pool construction and in areas subject to chemical loading. To be used as a 
system in conjunction with the BOTAMENT® damp-proof courses and the  rapid reactive sealant BOTAMENT® 
RD 2 The Green 1. BOTAMENT® SB 78 is suitable for use in interior and exterior areas.   

•  High elasticity
•  Tested for stress classes 
 A0, A, B0, B and C 
•  For damp locations, 
 terraces and balconies

Consumption: Depending on application

Colour:  blue
50 m roll, 12 cm wide
inside corners (x 10)
outside corners (x 10)
sealing sheet
120 x 120 mm (x 10)
425 x 425 mm (x 10)

•  Highly tear-proof
•  Quickly and easily fitted
•  High aging resistance
•  High chemical resistance

BOTAMENT®  SB 78
System sealing tape 
+ accessories

MULTIFUGE® Base is a fast-setting joint mortar suitable for a vast range of application areas and for slurry 
application in both interior and exterior areas.
Due to the excellent working and washing properties the completion of large wall and floor zones is pos-
sible within minimised time.

• For joint widths from 3- 30 mm
• Flexible - For heated areas
• Slurry application without burning up
• For balconies and terraces
• Great steam jet and abrasion resistance

Consumption: Joint width  8 mm
  Split tiles        24,0 x 11,5 x 1,0 = 2.07 kg/m²
  Joint width  5 mm
  Tiles           20 x 20 x 0,8 x 0,5 cm = 0.75 kg/m²
  Joint width  4 mm
                       30 x 60 x 0,8 x 0,4 cm = 0.36 kg/m²

Colour:  sand grey (no. 15)
  silver grey (no. 16)
  grey (no. 24)
  titanium grey (no. 25)
  anthracite (no. 26)

5 kg Paper bag (4 units packed in foil)
 Pallet delivery: 96 x 5 kg 

 25 kg Paper bag
 Pallet delivery: 40 x 15 kg 

MULTIFUGE® Base
multi-purpose grout 
CG2 Wa
especially suitable for porcelaine 
stoneware, vitreous stoneware and 
natural stones
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• Lightweight
• Water-repellent
• Universal application and design potential

For the production of water-repellent and rot-proof substrates for tile coverings.

• Simple and economic application
• Additional insulation
• Strong and compression-proof
• Lightweight
• Water-repellent
• Fire tested in accordance with 
 DIN EN 13501-1
• Universal application and 
 design potential  

BOTAMENT® BP   
Building Board

Extruder foam with grey coating on 
either side
150 x 150 mm, 64 units/pallet
200 x 200 mm, 40 units/pallet
300 x 300 mm, 40 units/pallet
200 x 400 mm, 40 units/pallet
Pipe boxing anchor, 20 mm = 100 per box
Dowels,  80 mm = 250 per box

Ready-made pipe boxing cladding made from BOTAMENT® BP building board for quick and 
easy assembly.

• Simple and economic application
• Additional insulation
• Strong and compression-proof

BOTAMENT® RK  
Pipe boxing

Colour: White fabric, 
  aperture size  5/5 mm
  Rol  50 m2

  (1 x 50 m)

Used as a reinforcement lining for waterproofing in accordance with DIN 18195 and for substrates at risk 
of cracking. 
It is inserted into the BOTAMENT® thick coatings.

• As reinforcement lining in accordance with DIN 18195 part 6 
• Alkali-resistant
• Easy to embed
• Promotes tensile load distribution

Consumption: approx. 1,2 m2/m bei 10 cm joint overlap

BOTAMENT® GS 98
Glass-fibre fabric

Product     Product description    Packaging 

Products

MULTIFUGE® FineSpeed 
multi-purpose grout 
CG2 Wa
especially suitable for porcelaine sto-
neware, vitreous stoneware, natural 
stones and glass mosaic

MULTIFUGE® Fine Speed is a versatile applicable joint mortar especially suitable for premium-quality 
materials which are slightly absorbent and non-absorbent in both interior and exterior areas. Due to the 
Hightech Speed Technology wall and floor zones could be already washed after a short period of time. 
The Fine Speed and smooth surface provides the perfect finish particularly in case of exclusive wall and 
floor zones.

• For joint widths up to 10 mm
• Flexible - For heated areas
• Fine Speed and smooth surface
• Water and dirt-repellent
• High early strenght and high yield

Consumption: Joint width 3 mm
  Mosaic 2.0 x 2,0 x 0.3 x 0.3 = 1.33 kg/m²
  Joint width 4 mm
  Tiles 60 x 60 x 0.4 x 0.8 cm = 0.23 kg/m²
  Joint width 4 mm
   30 x 60 x 0.8 x 0.4 cm = 0.34kg/m²

 4 kg Paper bag
  (4 units packed in foil)
 Pallet delivery: 96 x 4 kg
  Colour: white (no. 10)
  pergamon (no. 11)
  silver grey (no. 16)
  manhattan (no. 23)
  grey (no. 24)
  titanium grey (no. 25)
  anthracite (no. 26)
  bahama beige (no. 33)
  cacao (no. 38)
20 kg  Paper bag
 Pallet delivery: 40 x 15 kg
 Colour: white (no. 10)
  pergamon (no. 11)
  silver grey (no. 16)
  manhattan (no. 23)
  grey (no. 24)

Colour: cremewhite

 3 kg Paper bag 
 

 15 kg Paper bag 
 Pallet delivery:
  50 x 15 kg

MULTISTONE®

multi-function natural 
stone and tile adhesive

Multistone®  is a light, dust-reduced multifunctional tile and natural stone adhesive that can be used as 
thin, medium and pourable bed adhesive as well as in thick-bed applications and as fixing or levelling 
mortar. Multistone® is ideal for the reliable fitting of most hard and soft stones that are susceptible to 
discoloration and for almost all ceramic covering types. For interior and exterior use. For walls and floors. 
•   Highly stable and highly flexible
• Particularly well suited for large format sizes
• Highest yield   
• Fast curing
• Dust-reduced formulation
• To level out unevenness of up to 30 mm
• Suitable for swimming pools and potable water containers 
    In accordance with DVGW W 270 and W 347

Consumption: Thin-bed 8 mm notched trowel approx. 2.6 kg/m2

        Pourable bed 10 mm notched trowel approx. 2.8 kg/m2

        Medium-bed approx. 4.0 kg/m2 

MULTISTAR®

multi-function tile adhesive

Multistar® is a light-weight, dust-reducing multi-function tile adhesive that can be used as a thin-bed, 
medium-bed and pourable bed adhesive, and as a levelling compound to boot.  Due to its high flexibility 
Multistar® is also perfect for the reliable bonding in areas subject to heavy traffic and loads, such as 
terraces, balconies, precast concrete elements or onto underfloor heating. For interior and exterior use. 
For walls and floors.

• Highly stable and highly flexible
• Particularly well suited for large format sizes
• Highest yield   
• Long correction and open time
• Dust-reduced formulation
• To level out unevenness of up to 20 mm

Consumption: Thin-bed   8 mm notched trowel approx. 1.8 kg/m²
  Pourable bed 10 mm notched trowel approx.1.9 kg/m²
  Medium-bed approx. 2.9 kg/m²

Colour: grey 

15 kg   Paper bag 
 Pallet delivery:
  40 x 15 kg

Extruder foam with grey 
coating on either side 
 Pallet procurement  120 x 60 cm
   60 units    4 mm 43 m2

 120 units   4 mm 86 m2

   65 units   6 mm 47 m2

   80 units 10 mm 58 m2

Pallet procurement  260 x 60 cm
   50 units  10 mm  78 m2

   50 units  20 mm  78 m2

   36 units  30 mm  56 m2

   36 units  40 mm  56 m2

   26 units  50 mm  40 m2

mini pallets 260 x 60 cm
   25 units  10 mm  39 m2

   25 units  20 mm  39 m2

  18 units  30 mm  28 m2

   18 units  40 mm  28 m2

   13 units  50 mm  20 m2

MULTIFUGE® Fine is a versatile applicable joint mortar especially suitable for premium-quality materials 
which are absorbent and slightly absorbent in both interior and exterior areas. The fine and smooth sur-
face provides the perfect finish particularly in case of exclusive wall and floor zones.

• For joint widths up to 7 mm
• Flexible - For heated areas
• Fine and smooth surface
• Water and dirt-repellent
• High flank adhesion in slim joints

Consumption: Joint width 3 mm
  Mosaic 2.0 x 2,0 x 0.3 x 0.3 = 1.33 kg/m²
  Joint width 4 mm
  Tiles 60 x 60 x 0.4 x 0.8 cm = 0.23 kg/m²
  Joint width 4 mm
   30 x 60 x 0.8 x 0.4 cm = 0.34 kg/m²

 4 kg Paper bag (4 units packed in foil)
 Pallet delivery: 96 x 4 kg
 Colour: white (no. 10)
  pergamon (no. 11)
  silver grey (no. 16)
  manhattan (no. 23)
  grey (no. 24)
  titanium grey (no. 25)
  anthracite (no. 26)
15 kg  Paper bag
 Pallet delivery: 40 x 15 kg
 Colour: white (no. 10)
  pergamon (no. 11)
  silver grey (no. 16)
  manhattan (no. 23)
  grey (no. 24)

MULTIFUGE® Fine 
multi-purpose grout 
CG2 Wa
especially suitable for stoneware and 
vitreous stoneware
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Inspiration
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Inspiration
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Inspiration



BOTAMENT®-locations at a glace
   Salesoffice
   Productionsite

Am Kruppwald 1 
D-46238 Bottrop
 
Tel. +49 (20 41) 10 19-0 
Fax +49 (20 41) 26 24 13

info@botament.de
www.botament.de

MC Building Chemicals
Castleblayney
Co. Monaghan

Phone +353 42 / 9 75 15 20
Fax      +353 42 / 9 74 62 22

www.botament.com


